
James Bond Theme 

We need to achieve a big difference between the ff entry, and the chromatic phrases 

which kick off afterwards at mp. 

Bill Bailey 

This needs to be played fast and light.  If you have accompaniment parts (esp. initial 

alto phrasing), this needs to be played in a subdued style to let the tune come out.  

Conversely, if you have the tune give it a good airing ! 

Putting on the Ritz 

Not too fast or we end up with missed notes / phrases.  

Play the mf sections at 'mp+' to highlight a different dynamic in the forte passages. 

Lemon Meringue 

This should be played at a good pace, with a light touch and not too loud. 

Make sure to play the 4 bars from 45 much quieter to give us a bit of a rest and 

make a break in the structure of the piece. 

Manx Dances (1,2,3) 

Dance 1 - Opening 4 bars straight, not swung and not too fast.  First two much 

louder than the next.  Dance 2 - watch out for tempo changes and for re-starts after a 

pause.  Dance 3 is a romp to the finish line.  Not to fast on the first pass, then with a 

speed up as we play for the second time. 

I’ve got a Gal in Kalamazoo 

Not too fast.  Keep the mp sections nice and low, and don't swell too much in the 

crescendo passages (to avoid us sounding harsh and out of tune). 

  



Take 5 

Not too fast - when you've got the tune, really bring it out. 

Waltzing Matilda 

Take care with the timing of the entry into bar 5 - after a quaver from the tenors. 

Similar at bar 35 (Tango style), and again at 52/3 in the half-speed section before the 

Habanera passage.  Lastly - watch Jem for timing in the last 3 bars - which I'll play 

with emphasis on the accompaniment changes. 

60′s Medley 

Opening section (Dancing in the street) not too loud, and with a driving, emphasised 

bass line.  A rousing riff is needed at B (satisfaction) - not over loud but with attitude 

and bite, against which the Sop plays ff.  Section C (When you walk into the room) 

should be played really gently and with a smooth legato feel to differentiate it from 

section D (Bend me, Shape Me) - which is lively but not loud.  Section E (you've got 

your troubles) should be played similarly to C - quietly and smoothly, leading to 

section F (Locomotion) which is a romp to the finish line (where have I heard that 

before). 

Important note - Sections E & F need confident leads from the Alto and Tenor lines, 

or the tune feels less confident than it should. 

Yes Indeed 

The tempo is slower than you'd expect - and accordingly we tend to push the tune a 

little too fast.  In particular, we should use rehearsal point F to readjust the pace if 

we've been running a little hot in the previous sections.   If you have the response 

phrases (e.g. everyone but Alto 1 in bars 2 & 3), play these confidently and firmly, 

then back off to a much lesser dynamic for the long-note chord accompaniment. 

  



Let my People Go - in which Jem plays Soprano ! 

In both the bass line and accompaniment parts, we need to avoid a choppy feel - 

keep the tune sweet (not to loud, and pay attention to intonation - tuning) and 

smooth with a legato feel. 

Tenor 2 / Bari - I'll give you a count of 4 into section A. 

Please don't overdo the response sections (e.g. at 28/9) - then make the following 

phrase really quiet as a contrast. 

At section D we'll feature only a poco rit, and I'll keep nodding the rhythm so we start 

the a tempo section together. 

Finally in the last 4 bars - watch me for timing cues. 

Spiritual Contrasts 

Watch out for the very slow count in, and avoid playing at double speed initially. 

Big crescendo at 5, and down to a quiet mp tow bars later. 

Keep the pace going at 9 (watch Jem to cues) 

... and make sure the ending 4 bars and nicely quiet and in tune. 

Suo Gan 

It's a lullaby !  Hence the profusion on pp and ppp dynamics in the supporting lines. 

Play this really quietly, with considerate swells, and make the tuning really musical. 

Muppets Theme 

Not much to say about this, and we know it pretty well.  If you've got the tune, blow it 

out for all to hear - if you haven't, tuck the dynamics right down so you don't force 

those with the tune to play over-loud. 

 


